The United Kingdom Delegation hopes that in the event of substantial agreement being reached on Committee IV on the Draft of Chapter VI (Inter-Governmental Commodity Arrangements), the Committee would recommend to the Preparatory Committee of the International Conference a resolution in the following terms:

WHEREAS certain difficulties of the kind referred to in the Report of Committee IV of the Preparatory Committee have already occurred in respect of certain primary commodities and the Governments concerned are already taking action on the general lines proposed in that Report and

WHEREAS similar difficulties may occur in respect of other primary commodities and

WHEREAS the Preparatory Committee is agreed that it is desirable that action taken in respect of such commodities should proceed on the general lines proposed in that Report

THE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE

1. Recommends that in so far as inter-governmental consultation or action in respect of particular commodities is necessary before the International Trade Organization is established, the Governments concerned should adopt as a guide the Report of that Committee.

2. Requests the Executive Secretary to keep in touch with such consultation and to take such action as may be appropriate to facilitate it.